ABSTRACT. In this expository paper we use a complex version of the two-dimensional steady flow Navier-Stokes equations, originally due to Legendre [6] and develop a new linearization which is similar, but different from Burger's flow. A similarity solution is found where the stream function for the potential flow is a linear combination of the linear shear flow and stagnation-point flow in two dimensions. Such a similarity solution describes a flow impinging on a plane wall at an arbitrary angle of incidence and reduces the problem to a system of two ordinary differential equations which can be integrated numerically. The technique is similar to a method used by Ranger and Davis [8] and discussed in a nonlinear context by Dorrepaal [1] . The existence of the boundary layer near the wall is interpreted from the similarity solution. A promulgation of the case of inflow only is carried out for the linearized model.
1. Introduction. Motion in two dimensions is characterized by the streamlines being all continuously equidistant to a fixed plane and the vorticity vector being at right angles to the plane of the motion and therefore fixed in direction. The fact that two-dimensional motion offers opportunities for special mathematical treatment and empowers us to scrutinize the nature of many phenomena which in their full threedimensional form have so far proved intractable, is of long standing interest in the field of fluid dynamics.
In the context of the fluid dynamic literature, the rareness in the exact solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations is due to the analytic nature of the nonlinear boundary-value problems. Since nonlinear problems fail to admit a superposition principle, this raises the issue of the existence of a similarity solution for certain types of problems. One such flow which admits a similarity solution to the full Navier-Stokes equations is the two-dimensional stagnation-point flow in which an incompressible viscous fluid flows steadily towards a plane wall. In such a flow a twodimensional rigid wall occupies the entire x-axis and the fluid domain is y > 0. At a stagnation point, a streamline splits in order for flow separation to occur.
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The two-dimensional stagnation-point flow against a plane wall y = 0 is one such complete explicit Burger's solution known to the authors. The flow has a symmetrical centerline and the incoming flow along this line of symmetry is perpendicular to the rigid wall.
The concept of a similarity solution describing oblique flow towards a plane wall has been discussed more recently by Stuart [9] , Tamada [10] and Dorrepaal [1] . The trio of authors combined two-dimensional stagnation-point flow with a shear flow directed parallel to the wall. Such a combination of these two flows in a way yields a similarity solution describing a flow impinging on the wall y = 0 at some angle of incidence which can be scaled out of the problem. The similarity solution that exists reduces this new problem to a system of nonlinear ordinary differential equations which can be integrated numerically. Some of the techniques developed in these papers are useful in analyzing the problems considered here.
The vorticity-transport equation deduced from the equations of motion for an incompressible viscous fluid governed by a steady flow by Dorrepaal [1] is nonlinear. The nonlinearity of the governing equations fails to admit a linear combination of shear flow along the wall y = 0 and stagnation-point flow against the flat wall. However, far-field behaviors of the two flows, combined in a linear fashion, does satisfy the Navier-Stokes equation where the stream function for the flow contains a parameter with a predetermined range. The normal and tangential components of the stream function exhibit dependence on the angle of incidence of the impinging stream at the flat wall. The present paper, however, gives a formulation of a linearized version of the vorticity equation by defining a potential flow for the stream function.
A complex version of the two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations is employed as a precursor for a new linearization which is similar, but different, from that of Burger's flow. This linearization may be called the modified Burger's flow and has advantages in the sense that certain specific boundary problems in the fluid mechanics are subject to complete exact analysis as discussed by Ranger and Davis [8] . A similarity solution of the form ψ(x, y) = xF (y) + G(y) is sought where the stream function for the potential flow is represented by β(x, y) = y 2 + k 0 xy, for some arbitrary constant k 0 . The first term of the potential flow describes a linear shear flow whereas the last term gives a description of the stagnation-point flow in two dimensions.
The similarity solution reduces the problem to a system of two linear ordinary differential equations which can be integrated numerically. Such a linearized model promulgates the issue of the inflow only due to convergence of the integrals for k 0 < 0. The angle of incidence where the flow impinges on the plane wall y = 0 is determined, and the existence of the boundary layer near y = 0 is interpreted from the similarity solution. The measure of the boundary layer thickness where the issue of viscosity is important is also determined.
The equations of motion.
Assume that the fluid is viscous and incompressible and is governed by a steady flow. The equations of motion are given by
where B = (p/ρ 0 ) + |q| 2 /2 is the Bernoulli function and q(x, y), p(x, y), ρ 0 and ν are fluid velocity, pressure, density and kinematic viscosity, respectively, the latter two being constants. In the context of the fluid dynamic literature, the components [curl q × q] and ν∇ 2 q of the equations of motion are respectively referred to as the convection and diffusion/viscous terms.
For steady two-dimensional Navier-Stokes flow, equation (2) is satisfied identically by the introduction of a stream function ψ(x, y) defined by
, the resulting component equations are described by
where φ is an auxiliary function of (x, y).
Now by considering
equations (4) and (5) can be combined in complex form to give
This equation can be integrated with respect to z and yields the complex version of the two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equation
This result agrees well with the complex analysis of the two-dimensional steady state Navier-Stokes equations carried out by Ranger [7] . The complex form of the steady two-dimensional flow equations has been obtained by numerous authors. In the paper written by Ranger and Davis [8] , it is mentioned that equation (9) is originally due to Legendre [6] who employed it in the discussion of a problem in boundary layer theory. Moreover, it is remarked that Pillow has also obtained equation (9) where the auxiliary function φ is referred to as an Airy function of momentum.
The complex conjugate form of the two-dimensional version of NavierStokes equations is achieved by considering equation (5) + i(4) and results in the deceptively concise form (10) νφz zz − iνψz zz + ψ z ψz z = 0.
Integrating with respect toz achieves
The next step is to eliminate φ from equations (9) and (11). This is done by simply applying (∂/∂x), equation (5), −(∂/∂y), equation (4), which yields the following vorticity equation
A linearization of equation (12) can take the form
where β is the stream function for the potential flow defined by
for some constant K. Here the Burger's linearization of equation (12) represents a generalization of the forcing flow β given in Ranger and Davis [8] where the vorticity due to forced convection is taken to be zero. Such a linearization circumvents the nonlinearity of the NavierStokes equations at low Reynolds numbers.
Next, in view of equation (9), it is convenient to express the auxiliary function φ in the form Choose
The potential flow stream function β replaces the stream function ψ for the flow which occurs explicitly. The linearized form of equation (17) is then expressed as
Choose C = (1/2ν) to achieve
Integrating with respect toz yields
where f (z) is an arbitrary analytic function of z.
differentiating equation (21) with respect to z gives us (23)
From (14) it follows that (24)
Thus, taking the imaginary part of equation (24) determines an equation for ψ in the form
where U is an arbitrary harmonic function satisfying ∇ 2 1 U = 0. Eliminating U from equation (26) results in the simple concise form
and in turn may be compared with Burger's equation (13). Equation (26) may be regarded as the modified Burger's equation for twodimensional viscous flow.
A similarity solution for linearized two-dimensional flow.
A description of the motion produced by steady two-dimensional stagnation flow against a flat wall y = 0 has been given in [5] . In this section we consider a combined motion produced by a linear shear flow along a flat wall y = 0 and that of the two-dimensional stagnation-point flow against the rigid wall. It will be shown that the modified Burger's equation does yield a complete exact solution. Equation (26) After dropping the primes, the nondimensional form of equation (27) is
where ∇ 
where k 0 is a nondimensional constant and ∇ 2 1 U = 0 subject to the inner boundary conditions
where A, B are constants which can be determined from calculations.
There is a similarity solution of (29) 
subject to k 0 = −h 0 where h 0 > 0. The inner boundary conditions of no slip on the wall y = 0 require (37)
The no slip conditions at the wall translate into boundary conditions on the stream function, viz., (33).
It is clear from equation (34) that the undisturbed streamline ψ(x, y) = 0 consists of two straight lines; the wall y = 0 and the dividing streamline y + k 0 x = 0. The slope of the dividing streamline far from the wall is m ∞ = −k 0 .
Normal component of the stream function ψ.
The corresponding boundary-value problem for the normal component F (y) is linear and is given by (38)
where h 0 R = 2α. This equation consists of a viscous term F (y), two convection terms 2αyF (y) and 2αF (y), the former of the two being a forced convection by potential flow and a forcing constant RA which is related to the pressure field. The asymptotic behavior of F (y) for large y is used to determine the value of the constant A.
In order to facilitate the numerical solution of (38), we introduce a transformation. With the substitution F (y) = yf (y), equation (38) is readily integrated where it is convenient to take the lower limit of integration at the initial point y = 0 and, after applying inner boundary conditions, it is found that A numerical integration of the exact similarity solution for linearized two-dimensional stagnation-point flow by Ranger and Davis [8] shows that F(y) = −F (y) for k 0 = −1 where F (y) is the function given by (44). A measure of the boundary layer thickness is determined to be y . = (2.09/R 1/2 ) which is in good agreement with the numerical integration of the exact similarity equation derived from the NavierStokes equations and carried out by Howarth [4] .
Tangential component of the stream function ψ. The corresponding boundary-value problem for the tangential component G(y) is linear and is given by (48)
G (y) + 2αyG (y) + 2RyF (y) = RBy,
The above equation consists of a viscous term G (y), two convection terms 2αyG (y) and 2RyF (y), the former being a forced convection by potential flow and the latter being a self convection and a term RBy which is related to the pressure field.
An integration of (48) The above equation is readily integrated where it is convenient to take the lower limit of integration as the initial point y = 0 and after applying boundary conditions, the closed-form solution for H(y) is then expressed as (51)
where (52)
From (52) it follows that H 1 (y) is a multiple of e 
When y is small,
The asymptotic behavior of H(y) for large y is given by
The outer boundary condition requires RB = 4(α/π) 1/2 .
The tangential component of the stream function is determined by direct integration of equation (51) and, after applying the inner boundary conditions of no slip at the wall y = 0, we obtain (59)
It is convenient to express the double integral in (59) in the form
For large y, the behavior of G(y) is given by
The behavior of the tangential stream function near y = 0 is determined by expanding G(y) for small y and results in a deceptively simple concise form
The solution (59) for the tangential stream function consists of three regions: an inner region where αy 
Recall from Section 3 that far from the wall the dividing streamline ψ = 0 is a straight line with slope m ∞ = −k 0 which is positive, since k 0 = −h 0 where h 0 > 0, and if extended would intersect the wall at x = 0. From equation (63) we see that, in fact, the streamline ψ = 0 meets the wall at x = 0. To assess the validity that no separation point is achievable consistent with the dividing streamline coming into the wall at the origin, assume that separation occurs where the tangential stress at the wall vanishes. This amounts to saying that ψ yy (x, 0) = 0, which further reveals that the dividing streamline meets the wall at
since G (0) = 0 and F (0) = 2k 0 (a/π) 1/2 = 0. Thus we infer that shear stress vanishes at the origin; viz., ψ yy (0, 0) = 0.
From (63), the slope of the dividing streamline (ψ = 0) near the wall is m w = −1.5k 0 , where k 0 < 0. The dividing streamline near y = 0 makes an angle θ with the rigid wall. This angle of incidence θ of the impinging stream is found to be
where tan
. If the flow to the right of the dividing streamline is regarded as a region of separated flow, we see that this region of separated flow is pushed off to x = +∞ under the effect of an almost tangential impinging stream. In the vicinity of the origin, the flow is a linear shear directed parallel to the wall y = 0.
A truly remarkable result is the ratio of the slope of the dividing streamline ψ = 0 at the wall to its slope at infinity, which in fact is the same for all flows where the stream function and the stream which is independent of k 0 and or α. The ratio (m s /m) for the nonlinear model in Dorrepaal [1] , being the same for all nonorthogonal stagnation-point flows, is also found to be independent of the parameter α, different from the one used in this paper. , where α > 0, and as α → ∞ we notice that δ → 0 and hence the boundary layer thickness vanishes. Since the dividing streamline ψ = 0 separates the boundary layers (tangential stress is zero at x = y = 0), it is evident from the equation of the stream function ψ(x, y) that the boundary layer thickness on either side of the dividing streamline must be of the same order; viz.,
In view of the nondimensional k 0 and the Reynolds number R, the thickness of the boundary layer can be expressed as δ
, where k 0 < 0. It makes sense to write δ ∼ = R −1/2 since the constant (−k 0 /2) −1/2 is not significant while determining the order of the boundary layer thickness. In [3] , it is mentioned that the effects of viscosity tend to die off fairly rapidly if the perpendicular distance from the surface of the rigid wall on which the boundary layer occurs is increased. So boundary-layer regions are usually not very thick. For a very thin boundary layer, the viscous stresses are large.
An interesting observation can be made about the inner boundary conditions on the arbitrary harmonic function U . The ratio of F 1 (0) to G 1 (0) is exactly k 0 /2 so that any choice of k 0 imposes restrictions on the boundary conditions on U .
The stretching transformation T for the stream function ψ(x, y) is given by
The dividing streamline ψ = 0 comes into the wall at the origin having a slope of m w = −3(F 1 (0)/G 1 (0)). It follows that the ratio of the slope of the dividing streamline at the wall to its slope at infinity can be expressed as
The nonlinear model in [1] exhibits only inflow. The linearized model in this paper, however, promulgates the prediction of the inflow only due to convergence of the integrals for k 0 < 0. The extent of validity of this statement can be assessed by considering the far-field nondimensional boundary condition in (34). Since Due to forced convection, the linearized model allows slip along the boundary. Alternatively, the convective acceleration term (q · ∇)q in the linearized model allows slip along the boundary whereas in the case of the nonlinear model there is no slip along the boundary, and hence convective acceleration vanishes on y = 0. Consequently, the boundary layer thickness for the modified linearized Burger's flow is smaller than that of the Navier-Stokes solution. However, in both cases, the solution for the velocity field is found subject to the conditions of no-slip at the wall y = 0. Thus, for the linearized model, the ratio of the slope of the dividing streamline ψ = 0 at the wall to its slope at infinity ((m w /m ∞ ) = 1.5) is smaller than that for the nonlinearized model ((m s /m) = 3.748513) in [1] where the dividing streamline ψ = 0 meets the wall y = 0 at x = −1.141131 cos α(sin α) −3/2 , α ∈ [0, (π/2)] being a parameter.
The forcing flow β(x, y) = y 2 + k 0 xy at infinity is a solution of the Navier-Stokes equations. Basically, any solution of constant vorticity is a solution of Navier-Stokes equations in two dimensions. For the linearized model, the vorticity due to forced convection is given by (70) ∇ 2 1 β = 2.
